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ABSTRACT
This paper introduces the notion of supra soft b-separation axioms based on the supra b-open soft sets which are
more general than supra open soft sets. We investigate the relationships between these supra soft separation
axioms. Furthermore, with the help of examples it is established that the converse does not hold.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The real world is too complex for our immediate and direct understanding.
Several models of reality that are simplifications of aspects of the real
word have been established. Unfortunately, these mathematical models
are too complicated, and we cannot find the exact solutions. The
uncertainty of data while modeling the problems in engineering, physics,
computer sciences, economics, social sciences, medical sciences and many
other diverse fields makes it unsuccessful to use the traditional classical
methods. These may be due to the uncertainties of natural environmental
phenomena, of human knowledge about the real world or to the
limitations of the means used to measure objects. Thus, classical set
theory, which is based on the crisp and exact case, may not be fully suitable
for handling such problems of uncertainty. There are several theories, for
example, theory of fuzzy sets, theory of intuitionistic fuzzy sets, theory of
vague sets, theory of interval mathematics and theory of rough sets [1-4].
These can be considered as tools for dealing with uncertainties, but all
these theories have their own In recent years, many interesting
applications of soft set theory have been expanded by embedding the ideas
of fuzzy sets [5-11]. To develop soft set theory, the operations of the soft
sets are redefined and a uni-int decision making method was constructed
by using these new operations [12]. It got some stability only after the
introduction of soft topology in 2011 [13]. In a study, scientist introduced
some soft operations such as semi open soft, pre-open soft, α − open soft
and β −open soft and investigated their properties in detail. the notion of
pre open soft sets is extended in [14, 15]. In other research, some
researchers introduced the notion of soft semi separation axioms. In
particular they study the properties of the soft semi regular spaces and
soft semi normal spaces [16]. The notion of soft ideal was initiated for the
first time by Kandil et al. [17].
They also introduced the concept of soft local function. These concepts are
discussed with a view to find new soft topologies from the original one,
called soft topological spaces with soft ideal (X,τ , E, I). Applications to
various fields were further investigated [18-24]. The notion of supra soft
topological spaces was initiated for the first time [25]. Recently, in study
they introduced the concept of soft supra g-closed soft sets in supra soft
topological spaces, which is generalized in [23, 26].

The notion of b-open soft sets was initiated for the first time, which is
generalized to the supra soft topological spaces in [27-29]. Properties of
b-open soft sets in are discussed [30]. The main purpose of this paper is to
generalize the notion of supra soft separation axioms by using the notions
of supra b-open soft sets difficulties [31].
The reason for these difficulties is, possibly, the inadequacy of the
parameterization tool of the theory as it was mentioned by Molodtsov in
[32]. He initiated the concept of soft set theory as a new mathematical tool
which is free from the problems mentioned above. In his paper, he
presented the fundamental results of the new theory and successfully
applied it to several directions such as smoothness of functions, game
theory, operations research, Riemann-integration, Perron integration,
theory of probability etc [32]. A soft set is a collection of approximate
descriptions of an object. He also showed how soft set theory is free from
the parameterization inadequacy syndrome of fuzzy set theory, rough set
theory, probability theory and game theory. Soft systems provide a very
general framework with the involvement of parameters. Research works
on soft set theory and its applications in various fields are progressing
rapidly. After presentation of the operations of soft sets the properties and
applications of soft set theory have been studied increasingly [9, 11,
33,34].
2. PRELIMINARIES
Definition 2.1: [32]. Let X is an initial universe and E is a set of parameters.
Let P(X) denote the power set of X. A pair (F, E) denoted by F is called a
soft set over X, where F is a mapping F: E→ P(X) given by. In other words,
a soft set over X is a parameterized family of subsets of the universe X.
For e∈ E,F(e), may be considered as the set of e−approximate elements
of the soft set (F,E) I .e (F,E)={(e, F(e) : e ∈ E , F: E→ P(X)} if e∉ E then
F(e)=∅ The set of all soft sets over X will be denoted by SE (X).
Definition 2.2: [35]. Let 𝐹, 𝐺 ∈ 𝑆𝐸 (𝑋) Then,
̂, if F(e)=∅ for all e∈ E.
(1)𝐹 is said to be null soft set, denoted by ∅
̂, if 𝐹(𝑒) = 𝑋 for all 𝑒 ∈ 𝐸
(2)𝐹 is said to be absolute soft set, denoted byX
(3)𝐹 is soft subset of G, denoted by 𝐹 ⊆ 𝐺, 𝑖𝑓 𝐹 (𝑒) ⊆ 𝐺(𝑒) for all 𝑒 ∈ 𝐸
(4)𝐹 and 𝐺 are soft equal, denoted by 𝐹 = 𝐺, if 𝐹 ⊆ 𝐺, and 𝐺 ⊆ 𝐹,
(5) The soft union of 𝐹 and 𝐺, denoted by 𝐹 ∪ 𝐺 , is a soft set over 𝑋 and
defined by
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F∪ G: E →P(X) such that (F∪ G)(e)= 𝐹(𝑒) ∪ G(e) for all e∈ E.
(6) The soft intersection of F and G, denoted by F∩ G , is a soft set over X
and defined by F∩ G: E →P(X) such that (F∩ G)(e)= F(e)G(e) for all e∈ E.
̂ − F ) of a soft set F is denoted by F C and
(7) The soft complement (X
C
defined by F : E → P(X) such that F C (e) =X/𝐹(𝑒) e∈ E for all.
Definition 2.3: [36]. A soft set F∈ SE (X) is called a soft point, denoted byeF,
If there exist an e∈ E such that 𝐹(𝑒) ≠ ∅ and 𝐹(𝑒́ ) = ∅ 𝑓𝑜𝑟 each é ∈ E{e}.
The soft point eF is said to be in the soft set G, if 𝐹(𝑒) ⊆ 𝐺(𝑒) for e∈ E and
̃G
we write eF ∈
Definition 2.4: [16,13]. A soft set 𝐹 over 𝑋 where 𝐹(𝑒) = {𝑥}, ∀e ∈ Ecalled
singleton soft point is and denoted by XE or (x, E)
Definition 2.5: [13]. Let τ be a collection of soft sets over a universe 𝑋 with
a fixed set of
parameters 𝐸 , then τ ⊆ SE (X) is called a soft topology
on if
(1) ∅, X belong to τ
(2) The union of any number of soft sets in τ belongs to τ
(3) The intersection of any two soft sets in τ belong to τ
The triplet (X, τ, E) is called a soft topological space. A soft set F over X is
said to be an open soft set in X if F∈ τ, and it is called a closed soft set in X,
if its relative complement F C is a soft open set and we write F is a soft τ closed.
Definition 2.6: [13]. Let (X, τ, E) be a soft topological space over X and F∈
SE (X).
Then the soft interior and soft closure of 𝐹, denoted by 𝑖𝑛𝑡(𝐹) and 𝑐𝑙(𝐹),
respectively, are
Defined as: Int(F)=∪{G/G is a soft open set and 𝐺 ⊆ 𝐹} ,𝐶𝑙(𝐹) = ∩{H/H is
a soft cloused set and 𝐹 ⊆ 𝐻}
Definition 2.7: [37]. Let SE (X) and SE (Y) be families of soft sets,𝜇: 𝑋 → 𝑌
and Ҏ: 𝐸 → 𝐾 be mappings. Therefore fμҎ : SE (X) → SE (Y) is called a soft
function.
(1)If F∈ SE (X), then the image of F underfμҎ , written asfμҎ (F), is a soft set
∪ −1
, p−1 (k) ≠ ∅
in SK (Y) such that fҎμ (F)(K) = { e∈p (k)μ(F(e))
}
∅, otherwaies
For each k∈ K
(2) If G∈ SK (Y), then the inverse image of G under fҎμ , written a, f −1 Ҏμ is
a soft set in SE (X) such that f −1 Ҏμ (G)(e) = {(μ−1 (G(P(e))) , p(e) ∈ Y
For each the soft function fҎμ is called surjective if Ҏ and μ are surjective,
also is said to be injective if Ҏ and μ are injective. Several properties and
characteristics fҎμ and f −1 Ҏμ are reported in detail in [37].
Definition 2.8: [36]. Let (X,τ1 ,E) and (Y,τ2 ,E) be soft topological spaces
and be a function
fҎμ : SE (X) → SE (Y). Then, the function fҎμ is called
(1) Continuous soft if f −1 Ҏμ (G) ∈ τ1 for each G∈ τ2 .
(2) Open soft if fҎμ (F) ∈ τ2 for each F∈ τ1 .
Definition 2.9: [25]. Let τ be a collection of soft sets over a universe with
a fixed set of parameters E , then 𝜇 ⊆ 𝜏 is called supra soft topology on 𝑋
with a fixed set if
(1) 𝑋, ∅ ∈ 𝜇
(2) The soft union of any number of soft sets in 𝜇 belongs to 𝜇
The triplet (𝑋, 𝜇, 𝐸) is called supra soft topological space (or supra soft
spaces) over 𝑋.
Definition 2.10: [25]. Let (X, τ, E) be a soft topological space and (X, μ E)
be a supra soft topological space. We say that, μ is a supra soft topology
associated with τ if τ ⊆ μ
Definition 2.11: [25]. Let (𝑋, 𝜇 𝐸) be a supra soft topological space over X,
then the members of μ are said to be supra open soft sets in X.
Definition 2.12: [25]. Let (X, μ, E) be a supra soft topological space over X.
Then, the supra soft int S (F) interior and supra soft closure of clS (F),
denoted by and , Respectively, are defined respectively, are defined as
int S (F) =∪ {G/G is a supra open set and G ⊆ F} , clS (F) = ∩{H/H is a soft
closed set and F⊆H} Clearly int S (F) is the largest supra open soft set

over X which contained in F and clS (F) is the smallest supra closed soft set
over X which contains F.
Definition 2.13: A soft set (𝐴, 𝐸) in a supra soft topological space (𝑋, 𝜇, 𝐸)
be will be termed soft supra regular open set denoted as 𝑆, 𝑆, 𝑅, 𝑂(𝑋) if
and only if there exists a soft open set (𝐹, 𝐸) = 𝑖𝑛𝑡(𝑐𝑙(𝐹, 𝐸) and soft
regular closed set if set (𝐹, 𝐸) = 𝑐𝑙(𝑖𝑛(𝐹, 𝐸) denoted by as 𝑆, 𝑆, 𝑅, 𝐶(𝑋)
in short hand.
Definition 2.14: Let (𝑋, 𝜇 𝐸) be a supra soft topological space over 𝑋 and
𝐹 ∈ 𝑆𝐸 (𝑋).
Then, the supra soft regular soft interior and supra soft regular closure
of 𝑋, denoted by int S (F) and clS (F), respectively, are defined as 𝑖𝑛𝑡𝐵𝑆 (𝐹) =
∪{G/G is a supra soft regular open set and 𝐺 ⊆ 𝐹}
, 𝒄𝑙𝐵𝑆 (𝐹) = ∩ {𝐻/𝐻 is a supra soft regular cloused set and 𝐹 ⊆ 𝐻}
Definition 2.15: [25,31]. Let (X,τ1 ,E) and (Y,τ2 ,E) be soft topological
spaces, μ1and μ2 be associated supra soft topologies with ,τ1 and ,τ2 ,
respectively. The soft function
fҎμ : SE (X) → SE (Y). is called
(1) Supra continuous soft function if f −1 Ҏμ (F) ∈ μ1 for each F∈ τ2
(2) Supra open soft if fҎμ (F) ∈ μ1 for F∈ τ1 . .
(3) Supra irresolute soft if f −1 Ҏμ (F) ∈ μ1 for each F∈ μ2
(4) Supra irresolute open soft if fҎμ (F) ∈ μ2 for each F∈ μ1 .
(5) Supra b-continuous soft if f −1 Ҏμ (F) ∈ SBOS(X, μ1 , E) for each F∈ μ2 .
3. SUPRA SOFT R-SEPARATION AXIOMS
Definition 3.1: Let (X,τ, E) be a soft topological space and μ be an
associated supra soft topology. Let 𝑥, 𝑦 ∈ 𝑌 such that x< y or x> y . Then,
(X, μ, E) is called
(1) Supra soft - R 0-space if there exists a μ -supra soft regular-open set 𝐹
containing one of the points 𝑥, 𝑦 but not the other.
(2) Supra soft - R1 -space if there exist μ -supra soft regular -open sets
𝐹 and 𝐺 such that𝑥 ∈ 𝐹, 𝑦 ∉ 𝐺 and𝑦 ∈ 𝐺 , 𝑦 ∉ 𝐹.
(3) Supra soft R-Hausdorff space or supra soft -R 2-space if there exist μ –
supra soft regular sets 𝐹 and 𝐺 such that x∈ F,𝑦 ∈ 𝐺 and 𝐹 ∩ 𝐺 = ∅.
Theorem 3.1: Every supra soft Ti -space is supra soft -R i for each 𝑖 = 0,1,2.
Proof. Since every supra open soft set is supra R-open in due to [28], then
for each 𝑖 = 0,1,2 , supra softTi -space is supra soft -R i
Remark 3.1: The converse of Theorem 3.1 is not true in general, as
following examples shall show.
̃, X
̃, F} where 𝐹a soft
Examples 3.1: Let𝑋 = {ℎ1 , ℎ2 }, 𝐸 = {𝑒1 , 𝑒2 } and τ = {∅
set is over 𝑋 defined as follows: 𝐹(𝑒1 ) = { ℎ1 }, 𝐹(𝑒2 ) = { ℎ2 }
Thenτ, defines a soft topology on X. Consider the associated supra soft
̃, X
̃, G1 , G2 } where G1 and G2 are soft
topology μ with τ is defined as μ= {∅
sets over X defined as follows:
G1 (e1 )=X, G1 (e2 )={ h2 },
G2 (e1 ) ={ h1}, G2 (e2 )=X
Therefore (𝑋, 𝜇 , 𝐸) is supra soft -R 2space, but it is not supra soft T2.
̃, X
̃, F}, where 𝐹 is a soft set over
(2) Let 𝑋 = {ℎ1 , h2 } ,E={e1 , e2 } and τ = {∅
𝑋 defined as follows: 𝐹(𝑒1 ) = { h1}, 𝐹(𝑒2 ) = 𝑋
Then τ defines a soft topology on 𝑋. Consider the associated supra soft
̃, ̃
topology μ with τ is defined as𝜇 = {∅
X, G1 , G2 }, where G1 and G2 are soft
sets over 𝑋
G1 (e1 )={h2 }, G1 (e2 )={ h1}
G2 (e1 )={ h1}, G2 (e2 ) = 𝑋
Therefore (𝑋, 𝜇 , 𝐸) is supra soft -R1 -space, but it is not supra soft T1
̃, X
̃, F}, and where 𝐹 is a
(3) Let 𝑋 ={h1 , h2 , h3 , h4 , h5 }, 𝐸 = {𝑒} and τ = {∅
soft set over 𝑋 defined as follows by 𝐹(𝑒) = {ℎ1 , ℎ2 , ℎ3 }
Thenτ , defines a soft topology on. The associated supra soft topology 𝜇
̃, X
̃, G1 , G2 }, where G1 , G2 are soft sets over
with τ is defined as 𝜇 = {∅
𝑋 defined as follows: G1 (e1 )={h1 , h2 , h3 },G1 (e2 )={h1 , h2 , h4 }Hence (𝑋, 𝜇, 𝐸)
is supra soft -R 0-space, but it is not supra soft T0 . The proof of the next
theorem follows immediately from Definition 3.1.
Theorem 3.2: Every supra soft -R i -space is supra soft -R i−1 for each 𝑖 =
1, 2
Remark 3.2: The converse of Theorem 3.2 is not true in general, as
following examples shall show.
̃, X
̃, F} where 𝐹 is a
Examples 3.2: Let𝑋 = {ℎ1 , h2 },𝐸 = {𝑒1 , e2 ,} and τ = {∅
soft set over 𝑋 defined as follows: 𝐹(𝑒1 ) = { h1 }, 𝐹(𝑒2 ) = 𝑋
Then τ defines a soft topology on 𝑋. Consider the associated supra soft
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̃, X
̃, G1 , G2, G3 }, where G1 , G2 and G3 are
topology μ with τ is defined as μ={∅
soft sets over X defined as follows:
G1 (e1 )=X, G1 (e2 )={h2 },
G2 (e1 )={h1},G2 (e2 )=X,
G3 (e1 )={h1},G3 (e2 )={h2 },
Therefore (𝑋, 𝜇 , 𝐸), is supra soft -R 1 -space, but it is not supra soft R 2.
Proposition 3.1: Let (𝑋, 𝜇 , 𝐸) be a soft topological space and 𝑥, 𝑦 ∈ 𝑋
such that x< y or x> y If there exist μ -supra soft regular open soft sets 𝐹
and 𝐺 such that 𝑥 ∈ 𝐹 and 𝑦 ∈ 𝐹 𝐶 or 𝑥 ∈ 𝐺 and y∈ GC .
Then (𝑋, 𝜇 , 𝐸), is supra soft R 0-space
Proof. Let 𝑥, 𝑦 ∈ 𝑋 such that x< y or x> y. Let 𝐹 and 𝐺 be μ -supra soft
regular open sets such that either x∈ F and y∈ F C or x∈ G and y∈ GC. and.
If x∈ F and y∈ F C .
Then y∈ (F(e))C , for each e∈ E. This implies y∈ F(e) that, for each e ∈ E.
Therefore y∉ F . Similarly y∈ G, if and x∈ GC , then x∉ G. Hence (X, μ, E),
is supra soft b - T0 -space.
Proposition 3.2: Let (𝑋, 𝜇 , 𝐸) be a soft topological space and 𝑥, 𝑦 ∈ 𝑋 such
that x< y or x> y If there exist μ -supra soft regular open sets 𝐹 and 𝐺 such
that 𝑥 ∈ 𝐹 and ∈ 𝐹 𝐶 , 𝑦 ∈ 𝐺 and 𝑥 ∈ 𝐺 𝐶
Then (𝑋, 𝜇 , 𝐸) is supra soft R1 -space.
Proof. It is similar to the proof of Proposition 3.1.
Theorem 3.3: A supra soft topological space (𝑋, 𝜇 , 𝐸) is supra soft R 0space if and only if for each pair of distinct points 𝑥 and 𝑦 in 𝑋,
𝑐𝑙 𝑆 𝑟𝑒𝑔 (𝑋𝐸 ) ≠ 𝑐𝑙 𝑆 𝑟𝑒𝑔 (𝑌𝐸 )
Proof. Let (𝑋, 𝜇 , 𝐸) be a supra soft R 0space 𝑥, 𝑦 ∈ 𝑋 such that x< y or x>
y. Then, there exists a μ –supra soft regular open set 𝐹 such that 𝑥 ∈ 𝐹
and𝑦 ∉ 𝐹. Hence, F C is supra soft regular closed set containing 𝑦 but
not 𝑥. It follows that 𝑐𝑙 𝑆 𝑟𝑒𝑔 (𝑌𝐸 ) ⊆ 𝐹 𝐶 , x ∉ clS reg (YE ) and so.
Thus, 𝑐𝑙 𝑆 𝑟𝑒𝑔 (𝑌𝐸 ) ≠ 𝑐𝑙 𝑆 𝑟𝑒𝑔 (𝑋𝐸 ) . On the other hand, let 𝑥 and 𝑦 be two
distinct points in 𝑋 such that clS reg (YE ) ≠ clS reg (XE ).
Then, there exists a point Z belongs to one of the sets clS 𝑟𝑒𝑔 (YE ), clS 𝑟𝑒𝑔 (XE ).
but not the other. Say Z ∈ clS 𝑟𝑒𝑔 (YE ), and Z ∉. clS 𝑟𝑒𝑔 (XE ), Now, if x
∈ clS 𝑟𝑒𝑔 (YE ) , then,
clS 𝑟𝑒𝑔 (YE ) ⊆ clS 𝑟𝑒𝑔 (XE ) , which is a contradiction with Z ∉ clS 𝑟𝑒𝑔 (XE ) .
So x ∉
C
. clS 𝑟𝑒𝑔 (XE ) . Hence [clS 𝑟𝑒𝑔 (YE )] , is supra soft regular open soft set F
containing x but not y. Thus (X, μ , E), is supra soft μ − regular − space.
Theorem 3.4: A supra soft topological space (𝑋, 𝜇 , 𝐸) is supra soft -R1 , if
XE is supra soft regular-closed set in μ for each x ∈X.
Proof. Suppose that x ∈X and XE is supra soft regular-closed set in μ.
ThenXEC , is supra soft regular-closed -open set in 𝜇. Let 𝑥, 𝑦 ∈ 𝑋 such that
x< y or x> y. For 𝑥 ∈ X and XEC is supra soft regular -open set such that
𝑥 ∉ XEC and ∈ XEC . Similarly yEC is supra soft regular-open set such that 𝑦 ∉
𝑌𝐸𝐶 and 𝑥 ∈ 𝑦𝐸𝐶 . Thus, (𝑋, 𝜇 , 𝐸) is supra soft -R1 space.
Theorem 3.5: Let (𝑋, 𝜇 , 𝐸) be a supra soft topological space and x ∈ X . If
(𝑋, 𝜇 , 𝐸) is supra soft regular space, then
(1) 𝑥 ∉ 𝐹 if and only if XE ∩ F = ∅ for every μ -supra soft regular
closed set 𝐹.
(2) 𝑥 ∉ 𝐺 if and only if XE ∩ G = ∅ for every μ -supra soft regular
closed set G
Proof. (1) Let (𝑋, 𝜇 , 𝐸) be a μ -supra soft regular-closed soft set such that
𝑥 ∉ 𝐹. Since (𝑋, 𝜇 , 𝐸) is supra soft regular space. By Proposition 3.3 there
exists a μ –supra soft regular open soft set 𝐺 such that x∈ G and 𝐹 ∩ 𝐺 = ∅.
It follows that XE ⊆ G, from Proposition 3.4 (1) XE ∩ F = ∅. Hence, XE ∩
F=∅
Conversely, if XE ∩ F = ∅, then 𝑥 ∉ 𝐹 from Proposition 3.4 (2).
(2)Let G be a μ -supra soft regular open set such that 𝑥 ∉ 𝐺. If 𝑥 ∉ 𝐺(𝑒) for
some e∈ E , then we get the proof.If 𝑥 ∉ 𝐺(𝑒1 ) for some e1 ∈ E and 𝑥 ∈
G(e2 ) for some e1, e2 ∈ E.Then 𝑥 ∈ 𝐺 𝐶 (𝑒1 ) and 𝑥 ∉ 𝐺 𝐶 (𝑒2 ) for some
e1, e2 ∈ E . This meansXE ∩ G = ∅ . HenceGC , is μ -supra soft regular
closed set such that 𝑥 ∉ 𝐺 𝐶 . It follows by (1) XE ∩ GC = ∅ .
This implies that XE ⊆ G, and so 𝑥 ∈ 𝐺 , which is contradiction with 𝑥 ∉
𝐺(𝑒1 ) for some e1 ∈ E. ThereforeXE ∩ G = ∅ . ConverselyXE ∩ G = ∅, if,
then it is obvious that ∉ 𝐺 . This completes the proof.
The next Corollary follows directly from Theorem 3.5.
Corollary 3.1: Let (𝑋, 𝜇 , 𝐸) be a supra soft topological space and 𝑥 ∈ 𝑋. If
(𝑋, 𝜇 , 𝐸) is supra soft regular open space, then the following statements
are equivalent:

(1) (𝑋, 𝜇 , 𝐸) is supra soft -R 1 -space.
(2) ∀𝑥, 𝑦 ∈ 𝑋 such that 𝑥 ≠ 𝑦, there exist μ -supra soft regular open soft
sets 𝐹 and 𝐺 such that X_E⊆ 𝐹 and YE ∩ F=∅ and YE ⊆ G and XE ∩ G=∅.
Theorem 3.6: Let (𝑋, 𝜇 , 𝐸) be a supra soft topological space and 𝑥 ∈ 𝑋.
Then, the following statements are equivalent:
(1) (𝑋, 𝜇 , 𝐸) is supra soft regular open space.
(2) For every μ –supra soft regular closed soft set 𝐺 such that XE ∩ G=∅. ,
there exist μ -supra soft regular open sets F1 and F2 such that XE ⊆ F1 ,
G ⊆ F2 ,and F1 ∩ F2 =∅.
Corollary 3.2: The following implications hold from Theorem 3.1,
Theorem 3.2 and, Corollary 3.2] for a supra soft topological space (X, μ , E)
[31].
̃, X
̃, F} where 𝐹 is a
Examples 3.3: Let X ={h1 , h2 } , E={e1 , e2 ,} and τ = {∅
soft set over 𝑋 defined as follows: 𝐹(𝑒1 ) = { h1 }, F(e2 )= 𝑋
Then τ defines a soft topology on X. Consider the associated supra soft
̃, X
̃, G1 , G2, G3 }, where G1 , G2 and G3 are
topology μ with τ is defined as μ={∅
soft sets over X defined as follows:
G1 (e1 )=X, G1 (e2 )={h2 },
G2 (e1 )={h1},G2 (e2 )=X,
G3 (e1 )={h1},G3 (e2 )={h2 },
Therefore, is supra soft R1 -space, On the other hand, we note that for the
singleton soft points h1 and h2 , where
h1 (e1 )={ h1 }, h1 (e2 )={ h1},
h2 (e1 )={h2 },h2 (e2 )={ h2 },
The relative complement h1C and hC2 , where
h1C (e1 )={ h2 }, h1C (e2 )={ h2 },
h1C (e1 )={h1},h1C (e2 )={ h1 },
ThushC2E, is not μ -supra soft regular open soft set. This shows that, the
converse of the above theorem does not hold.
Also, we have μ1e={X,∅, {h1 }} and μ2e={X,∅, {h1 },{h2 }} Therefore (X, μ1e ),
is not a supra R 1-space, at the time that (𝑋, 𝜇 , 𝐸) is a supra soft-R1 space.
Definition 3.2: Let (𝑋, 𝜏, 𝐸) be a soft topological space and 𝜇 be an
associated supra soft topology withτ . Let G be a μ-supra soft regular
closed set in 𝑋 and 𝑥 ∈ 𝑋 such that 𝑥 ∉ 𝐺 . If there exist 𝜇 -supra soft
regular open soft sets F1 and F2 such that ∈ 𝐹1 , and 𝐺 ⊆ 𝐹2 F1 ∩ F2 =∅,
then (𝑋, 𝜇 , 𝐸) is called supra soft R-regular space. A supra soft R-regular
T1-space is called supra soft R 3-space.
The proofs of the next propositions are obvious.
Proposition 3.3: Let (𝑋, 𝜏, 𝐸) be a soft topological space and 𝜇 be an
associated supra soft topology with τ . Let 𝐺 be a μ –supra soft regular
closed soft set in X and 𝑥 ∈ 𝑋 such that 𝑥 ∉ 𝐺. If (𝑋, 𝜇 , 𝐸) is supra soft Rregular space, then there exists a μ -supra Soft regular-open set 𝐹 such that
𝑥 ∈ 𝐹 and F ∩ G = ∅
Proposition 3.4: Let (𝑋, 𝜇 , 𝐸) be a supra soft topological space𝐹 ∈ 𝑆𝐸 (𝑋),
and𝑥 ∈ 𝑋. Then,
(1) 𝑥 ∈ 𝐹 if and only if XE ⊆ 𝐹.
(2) If XE ∩F =∅, then 𝑥 ∉ 𝐹.
Proof.

(1) ⇒ (2) Let 𝐺 be a μ -supra soft regular closed soft set such
that XE ∩G =∅.
Then 𝑥 ∉ 𝐺, from Theorem 3.5 (1). It follows by (1), there
exist μ -supra soft regular open soft sets F1 and F2 such
that ∈ 𝐹1 , 𝐺 ⊆ 𝐹2 and F1 ∩ F2 = ∅ .
This means that XE ⊆ F1 ,G ⊆ F2 and F1 ∩ F2 = ∅.
(2) ⇒ (1) Let be a μ -supra soft regular closed soft set such that
∉ 𝐺 . Then XE ∩G =∅, from Theorem 3.5 (1). It follows by
(2), there exist μ -supra soft regular open soft setsF1 and
F2 such that XE ⊆F1 , G⊆F2 , 𝐹1 ∩ 𝐹2 = ∅. Hence, x ∈ F1 ,
and 𝐺 ⊆ 𝐹2 . F1 ∩ F2 = ∅. Thus (𝑋, 𝜇 , 𝐸), is supra soft Rregular space.

Theorem 3.7: Let (𝑋, 𝜇, 𝐸) be a supra soft topological space. If (𝑋, 𝜇 , 𝐸) 𝑖𝑠
supra soft R 3-space, then ∀x ∈ XE , is μ -supra soft regular closed set.
Proof. We are going to prove that is xEC -supra μ-soft regular open set y∈
{x}C for each.
Since (𝑋, 𝜇 , 𝐸) is supra soft -R 3-space. Then, by Theorem 3.6, there exist
μ –supra soft regular open soft sets Fy and 𝐺 such That yE ⊆ Fy and xE ∩
Fy = ∅ and xE ⊆ G and yE ∩ G = ∅ .
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It follows that ∪y∈{x}C Fy ⊆ xEC , Now,xEC ⊆ ∪y∈{x}C Fy we want to prove
that.
Let ∪y∈{x}C Fy =H, where H(e)= ∪y∈{x}C F(e)y for each e∈ E.
Since xEC (e)= {x}C for each e∈ E from Definition 2.4. So for each y∈ {x}C
and e∈ E , xEC (e)= {x}C =∪y∈{x}C {y} = ∪y∈{x}C yE (e) ⊆ ∪y∈{x}C F(e)y=H(e)
Thus, xEC ⊆ ∪y∈{x}C Fy ,xEC = ∪y∈{x}C Fy This means thatxEC , is μ -supra soft
regular-open set for each y∈ {x}C . Therefore, XE , is μ -supra soft regular
closed set
Theorem 3.8: Every supra soft regular R 3,-space is supra soft regular
R 2space.
Proof. Let (𝑋, 𝜇 , 𝐸) be a supra soft regular R 3-space and 𝑥, 𝑦 ∈ 𝑋 such that
𝑥 < 𝑦 or 𝑥 > 𝑦
By Theorem 3.7, YE is μ -supra soft regular closed soft set and 𝑥 ∉ 𝑌𝐸 .
It follows from the supra soft regular-regularity, there exist μ supra soft
regular-open soft sets F1 and F2 such that x∈ F1 , yE ⊆ F2 and F1 ∩ F2 =
∅. Thus, x∈ F1 ,y ∈ yE ⊆ F2 and F1 ∩ F2 = ∅.
Therefore (𝑋, 𝜇 , 𝐸), is supra soft regular R 2-space.

𝐲𝟐 = μ( 𝐱𝟐 )∈ μ[𝐆𝐄 (𝐞)] and 𝐲𝟏 = μ( 𝐱𝟏 )∉ μ[𝐆𝐄 (𝐞)] for 𝐞 ∈E Hence, either
𝐲𝟏 ∈ fμҎ (F) and 𝐲𝟐 ∉ fμҎ (F) or 𝐲𝟐 ∈ fμҎ (G) and 𝐲𝟏 ∉ fμҎ (F) . Since fμҎ is
supra soft irresolute regular open function, then fμҎ (F), fμҎ(G) are supra
soft regular open sets in Y. Hence, (𝑌, 𝜇𝟐 , 𝐾) is also a supra soft- R 𝟎space
Theorem 4.2: Let(𝑋, 𝝉𝟏 , 𝐸) and (𝑌, 𝝉𝟐 , 𝐾) be soft topological spaces, μ𝟏
and μ𝟐 be associated supra soft topologies with 𝛕𝟏 and 𝛕𝟐 , respectively.
Let fμҎ : SE (X) → SE (Y) be a soft function which is bijective and supra soft
regular irresolute open soft. If (X, μ𝟏 , 𝐄) is supra soft 𝐑 𝟏-space, then
(𝑌, 𝜇𝟐 , 𝑲) is also a supra soft-𝐑 𝟏space.
Proof. It is similar to the proof of Theorem 4.1.
Theorem 4.3: Let (𝑋, 𝝉𝟏 , 𝐸) and (𝑌, 𝝉𝟐 , 𝐾) be soft topological spaces, μ𝟏
and μ𝟐 be associated supra soft topologies with 𝛕𝟏 and 𝛕𝟐 , respectively.
LetfμҎ : SE (X) → SE (Y) be a soft function which is Bijective and supra soft
regular -irresolute open soft. If (X, μ𝟏 , 𝐄) is supra soft-𝐑 𝟐space, then
(𝑌, 𝜇𝟐 , 𝐾) is also a supra soft 𝐑 𝟐-space.

Definition3.3: Let (𝑋, 𝜇 , 𝐸) be a supra soft topological space, 𝐹 and 𝐺 be
μ -supra soft regular closed soft sets in 𝑋 such that F ∩ G=∅ If there exist μ
-supra soft regular-open sets 𝐅𝟏 and 𝐅𝟐 such that F⊆ 𝐅𝟏 , G⊆ 𝐅𝟐 ,and 𝐅𝟏 ∩
𝐅𝟏 =∅, then (X, μ ,E) is called supra soft regular-normal space.
A supra soft regular-normal regular-𝐑 𝟏-space is called a supra soft regular
𝐑 𝟒-space.

Proof. Let 𝐲𝟏 , 𝐲𝟐 ∈ Y such that𝐲𝟏 ≠ 𝐲𝟐 . Since fΜҏ is surjective, then there
exist𝐱𝟏 , 𝐱𝟐 ∈ X such that μ(𝐱𝟏 )= 𝐲𝟏 , μ(𝐱𝟐 )= 𝐲𝟐 and 𝐱𝟏 ≠ 𝐱𝟐 . and. By
hypothesis, there exist μ𝟏 -supra soft regular -open soft sets F and G in X
̃ G=∅. So 𝐱𝟏 ∈ 𝐅𝐄 (𝐞) , 𝐱𝟐 ∈ 𝐆𝐄 (𝐞) , and
such that 𝐱𝟏 ∈ F , 𝐱𝟐 ∈ G and F∩
̃ 𝐅𝐄 (𝐞) =∅ for each 𝐞 ∈E. This implies that 𝐲𝟏 = μ( 𝐱𝟏 )∈ μ[𝐅𝐄 (𝐞)]
𝐆𝐄 (𝐞) ∩
and 𝐲𝟐 = μ( 𝐱𝟐 )∈ μ[𝐆𝐄 (𝐞)] for each 𝐞 ∈E. Hence, 𝐲𝟏 ∈ fμҎ (F), 𝐲𝟐 ∈ fμҎ (G)
̃ fμҎ (G)= fμҎ [F ∩ G]= fμҎ [∅E ] = ∅K .
fμҎ (F)∩
Since fμҎ is supra soft regular irresolute open soft function, then
fμҎ (F), fμҎ(G) are supra soft regular -open sets inY . Thus (𝑌, 𝜇𝟐 , 𝑲) is also
a supra soft-𝐑 𝟐-space.

Theorem 3.9: Let (𝑋, 𝜇 , 𝐸) be a supra soft topological space and 𝑥 ∈ 𝑋.
Then, the following statements are equivalent:
(1) (𝑋, 𝜇 , 𝐸) is supra soft -normal space.
(2) For every μ -supra soft regular-closed soft set 𝐹 and 𝐺 μ -supra soft
regular open soft set such that F⊆ G , there exists a μ -supra soft regular
open soft set 𝐅𝟏 such that F⊆𝐅𝟏 , clS reg (F) ⊆ G.

Theorem 4.4: Let (𝑋, 𝝉𝟏 , 𝐸) and (𝑌, 𝝉𝟐 , 𝐾) 𝑏𝑒 soft topological spaces μ𝟏
and μ𝟐 be associated supra soft topologies with 𝛕𝟏 and 𝛕𝟐 , respectively.
Let fҎμ ∶ SE (X) → SE (Y) be a soft function which is bijective, supra soft
regular - irresolute soft and supra soft regular -irresolute open soft.
(X, μ𝟏 , 𝐄) is supra soft Regular - regular -space, then (Y, μ𝟐 ,K) is also a
supra soft Regular- regular space.

Proof.
(1)⇒(2) Let F be a μ -supra soft regular closed set and 𝐺 be a μ -supra soft
regular open set such that 𝐹 ⊆ 𝐺 Then 𝐹,GC are μ -supra soft regular
closed soft sets such that F∩ GC =∅ .
It follows by (1), there exist μ -supra soft regular open soft sets 𝐅𝟏 and 𝐅𝟐
such that F⊆𝐅𝟏 , GC ⊆ 𝐅𝟐 and 𝐅𝟏 ∩ 𝐅𝟐=∅ Now,𝐅𝟏 ⊆ 𝐅𝟐 C , so
clS reg (𝐅𝟏 ) ⊆ clS reg (𝐅𝟐 C ) where G is μ –supra soft regular-open soft set.
Also, 𝐅𝟐 C ⊆ G .
Hence, clS reg (𝐅𝟏 ) ⊆ 𝐅𝟐 C ⊆ G. Thus F⊆𝐅𝟏 , clS reg (𝐅𝟏 ) ⊆ G
(2)⇒(1) Let 𝐆𝟏 , 𝐆𝟐 be μ -supra soft regular closed soft sets such that 𝐆𝟏
∩ 𝐆𝟐 =∅ Then,𝐆𝟏 ⊆ (𝐆𝟐 )C , then by hypothesis, there exists a μ –supra
soft regular open soft set 𝐅𝟏 such that 𝐆𝟏 ⊆ 𝐅𝟏 , clS reg (𝐅𝟏 ) ⊆ (𝐆𝟐 )C So, 𝐆𝟐 ⊆
[clS reg (𝐅𝟏 )]C , 𝐆𝟏 ⊆ 𝐅𝟏 and [clS reg (𝐅𝟏 )]C ∩ 𝐅𝟏=∅, where 𝐅𝟏 and [clS reg (𝐅𝟏 )]C
are μ -supra soft regular open soft sets. Thus, (𝑋, 𝜇 , 𝐸) is supra soft normal space.

Proof. Let G be a supra b-closed soft set in Y and 𝑦 ∈ 𝑌 such that y∉ G.
Since fҎμ is surjective and supra soft regular -irresolute soft, then there
exist x∈ X such that μ(x)=y and f −1 Ҏμ (G) is supra soft regular -closed soft
set in X such that x∉ f −1 Ҏμ (G) . By hypothesis, there exist μ𝟏-supra soft
regular-open soft sets 𝐹 and 𝐻 in 𝑋 such that 𝑥 ∈ 𝐹, f −1 Ҏμ (G) ⊆ H and
̃ H=∅. It follows that 𝐱 ∈ 𝐅𝐄 (𝐞), for each
F∩
e∈ E and
𝐺=fҎμ [ f −1 Ҏμ (G)]⊆ fҎμ (H) So 𝑦 = 𝜇(𝑥) ∈ μ[𝐅𝐄 (𝐞)] for each e∈ E and
G⊆ fҎμ (H) .
̃ H]= fҎμ [∅E ] = ∅K ,.
Hence fҎμ (F)∩ fҎμ (H)= fҎμ [F ∩
Since fҎμ
is supra soft regular -irresolute open soft function.
𝑇ℎ𝑒𝑛 𝑓Ҏ𝜇 (𝐹), fҎμ (H) are supra soft regular -open soft sets in 𝑌 . Thus
(𝑌, 𝜇𝟐 , 𝐾), is also a supra soft Regular -regular space.
The next Corollary follows immediately from Theorem 4.2 and Theorem
4.4.

4. SUPRA R-IRRESOLUTE SOFT FUNCTIONS
Definition4.1: Let (𝑋, 𝝉𝟏 , 𝑬) and (𝑌, 𝝉𝟐 , 𝑲) be soft topological spaces, μ𝟏
and μ𝟐 be associated supra soft topologies with 𝛕𝟏 and 𝛕𝟐 , respectively.
The soft function fPμ : SE (X) → SE (Y) is called
(1) Supra soft regular open soft if fPμ (F)∈ SRO𝐒𝐄 ( μ𝟏 ) for each F∈ 𝛕𝟏
(2) Supra soft regular irresolute soft if f −1 Pμ (F) ∈ SRO𝐒𝐄 ( μ𝟏 ) for each F ∈
SRO𝐒𝐊 ( μ𝟐 )
(3) Supra soft regular irresolute open soft if fPμ (F)∈ SRO𝐒𝐊 ( μ𝟐 ) for each
F∈ SRO𝐒𝐄 ( μ𝟏 )
Theorem 4.1: Let (𝑋, 𝝉𝟏 , 𝑬) and (𝑌, 𝝉𝟐 , 𝑲) be soft topological spaces, μ𝟏
and μ𝟐 be associated supra soft topologies with 𝛕𝟏 and 𝛕𝟐 , respectively
and fμҎ : SE (X) → SE (Y) be a soft function which is Bijective and supra irresolute regular open soft. If (𝑋, 𝜇𝟏 , 𝑬) is supra soft R 𝟎space, then
(Y, μ𝟐 ,K) is also a supra soft R 𝟎space.
Proof. Let 𝐲𝟏 , 𝐲𝟐 ∈ Y such that 𝐲𝟏 ≠ 𝐲𝟐 . Since fμҎ is surjective, then there
exist 𝐱𝟏 , 𝐱 𝟐 ∈ X such that μ(𝐱𝟏 )= 𝐲𝟏 , μ(𝐱𝟐 )= 𝐲𝟐 and 𝐱𝟏 ≠ 𝐱𝟐. By hypothesis,
there exist μ𝟏-supra soft regular open soft sets F and 𝐺 in 𝑋 such that
either 𝐱𝟏 ∈ X and 𝐱𝟏 ∉ 𝐅 , or 𝐱𝟐 ∈ G and 𝐱𝟏 ∉ 𝐆 .
So, either 𝐱𝟏 ∈ 𝐅𝐄 (𝐞) and 𝐱𝟐 ∉ 𝐅𝐄 (𝐞) or 𝐱𝟐 ∈ 𝐆𝐄 (𝐞) and 𝐱𝟏 ∉ 𝐆𝐄 (𝐞) for
each 𝐞 ∈E .
This implies that, either 𝐲𝟏 = μ( 𝐱𝟏 )∈ μ[𝐅𝐄 (𝐞)] and 𝐲𝟐 = μ( 𝐱𝟐 )∉ μ[𝐅𝐄 (𝐞)] or

Corollary 4.1: Let(X, 𝛕𝟏 , E) and (𝑌, 𝝉𝟐 , 𝐾) 𝑏𝑒 soft topological spaces μ𝟏
and μ𝟐 be associated supra soft topologies with 𝛕𝟏 and 𝛕𝟐 , respectively.
Let fҎμ ∶ SE (X) → SE (Y) be a soft function which is bijective, supra soft
regular -irresolute soft and supra soft regular -irresolute open soft. If
(X, μ𝟏 , 𝐄) is supra soft -𝐑 𝟑 -space, then (𝑌, 𝜇𝟐 , 𝐾) 𝑖𝑠 also a supra soft -𝐑 𝟑space.
Theorem 4.5: Let (X, 𝛕𝟏 , E) and (𝑌, 𝝉𝟐 , 𝐾) be soft topological spaces μ𝟏
and μ𝟐 be associated supra soft topologies with 𝛕𝟏 and 𝛕𝟐 , respectively.
Let fҎμ ∶ SE (X) → SE (Y) be a soft function which is bijective, supra soft
regular -irresolute soft and supra soft regular-irresolute open soft.
If (𝑋, 𝜇𝟏 , 𝑬) is supra soft regular - normal -space, then (𝑌, 𝜇𝟐 , 𝑲) is also
a supra soft regular- normal space.
̃G
Proof. Let F,G be supra soft regular -closed soft sets in Y such that F∩
=∅K .
Since fҎμ is supra soft regular-irresolute soft, then f −1 Ҏμ (F), f −1 Ҏμ (G) and
̃ f −1 Ҏμ (G) =
are supra soft regular-closed soft set in X such that f −1 Ҏμ (F) ∩
̃ G]= f −1 Ҏμ [∅K ]= ∅E
f −1 Ҏμ [F ∩
By hypothesis, there exist supra soft regular-open soft sets M and H in X
̃ G =∅E It follows that,
such that f −1 Ҏμ (F) ⊆ M , f −1 Ҏμ (G) ⊆ H and F∩
F=fҎμ [ f −1 Ҏμ (F)]⊆ fҎμ (M), G=fҎμ [ f −1 Ҏμ (G)]⊆ fҎμ (H) and
̃ fҎμ (H)= fҎμ [M ∩
̃ H]= fҎμ [∅E ] = ∅K . Since 𝑓Ҏ𝜇 is supra soft
fҎμ (M)∩
regular -irresolute open soft function. Then fҎμ (M), fҎμ (H) are supra soft
regular-open soft sets in Y. Thus (𝑌, 𝜇𝟐 , 𝑲), is also a supra soft regular-
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Corollary 4.2: Let (𝑋, 𝝉𝟏 , 𝑬) and (𝑌, 𝝉𝟐 , 𝑲) be soft topological spaces, μ𝟏
and μ𝟐 be associated supra soft topologies with 𝛕𝟏 and 𝛕𝟐 , respectively.
Let 𝒇Ҏ𝝁 ∶ 𝐒𝐄 (𝐗) → 𝐒𝐄 (𝐘) be a soft function which is bijective, supra soft
regular-irresolute soft and supra soft regular-irresolute open soft. If
(X, μ𝟏 , 𝐄) is supra soft-𝐑 𝟒-space, then (Y, 𝛕𝟐,K) is also a supra soft-𝐑 𝟒space.
Proof. It is obvious from Theorem 4.2 and Theorem 4.5.
5. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we introduced and investigated some soft separation axioms
by using the notion of supra –soft regular open soft sets, which is a
generalization of the supra soft separation axioms mentioned. We studied
the relationships between these new soft separation axioms. We showed
that, some classical results in supra soft topological space are not true. We
hope that, the results in this paper will help researcher enhance and
promote the further study on supra soft topology to carry out a general
framework for their applications in practical life.
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